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FROM THE SFRA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEEFROM THE SFRA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

From the President

Gerry Canavan

IT’S my pleasure to write my first SFRA President’s letter in the impossibly distant future 
of 2020, a number I don’t think I’ll ever get used to seeing as the actual year. I’ve been 
getting back up to speed on what’s been going on with the organization since my term as 
VP ended and I am looking forward to some truly great years for SFRA ahead, including 
our upcoming conferences in Bloomington, Toronto, and Oslo. Before anything else, a few 
thanks are in order: thanks to Keren Omry for serving as president for the last three years 
and serving as immediate past president for the next three, and thank you to Jenni Halpin 
for her absolutely indispensable service as SFRA secretary this last term. Thanks also to 
Pawel Frelik, whose improbably long term as immediate past president has now finally 
come to an end, to our great regret! While we’re at it, thanks to Sonja Fritzsche, Hugh 
O’Connell, Katherine Bishop, and Sean Guynes, who I’m very excited to be working with 
on the executive committee the next few years.

I’d also like to thank Rebekah Sheldon, Graham Murphy, and Bodhisattva Chattopadhyay 
for all the work they have done, are doing, and will do over the next few years on behalf 
of the organization in hosting a conference. Having done it recently, I know it is no small 
thing! We are all very much in your debt.

Finally, I’d like to note the work done by Sean Guynes, Jeremy Brett, and Hal W. Hall to 
make the early years of the SFRA Review available digitally. With the help of the Cushing 
Library at Texas A&M, Hall’s personal collection of the first thirty issues of what was then 
called SFRA Newsletter is now available at the journal’s website. This is a terrific boon not 
only to our scholarship but to our organization’s understanding of its own history, so we are 
incredibly grateful for those who went above and beyond to make this happen.

It’s a very exciting time for SFRA, and I’m looking forward to working with you on our 
shared projects in the coming year. One thing we’ll be looking to do is continue to grow and 
internationalize the membership, as well as forge new connections and partnerships with 
adjacent disciplinary organizations. If you have ideas about ways we might accomplish that, 
or would be interested in serving as a local country rep, please, contact me! I’m also always 
open to any ideas that you may have about making SFRA a stronger and better scholarly 
organization; please, send me an email, anytime…

Thanks, all! See you in the next Review.


